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Abstract:
Transport issues consistently emerge as a major concern of older people iu NSW, and
possibly the most significant concern for those not living in inner areas of big cities
Progress towards improvement can be achieved at the strategic level by top-down
restructuring of the frameworks which govern the direction of funding, and also at the
tactical level by botrom-up local experimentation in different ways of doing things. The
NSW Aging and Disability department has been working at the conceptoal ievel for several
years, but is also addressing the practical end ofthe spectrum via a demonstration program
of specific local initiatives to improve transport fO! older people specifically, and usually
for all other sectors ofthe community as well Ihe pmgram seeks to identifY developments
that work in practice, can become self-sustaining and offer useful models for others to
emulate or modifY.. Some twenty schemes ar·e in operation in 1998, in outer metr'Opolitan
and non-metr'Op'Olitan areas of NSW.. Ihis paper describes the evolution ofthe program, the
range ofpmjects and the process of evaluation Ihe full evaluation ofthe program will be
completed towards the end 'Of 1999.
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Introduction
Ihe subject of this paper is a current (1997-99) program of innovative local
trllDSport demonstration projects in New South Wales (NSW). This NSW Govenlmpn.
program is funded aod IDllllllged through the Ageing and Disability Department
Older people and people with disabilities will benefit sigoificantly from the projects
all projects also aim to assist other community members with limited transport acce;s
The innovation of the projects lies partly in what they are achieving, and partly
perhaps more sigoificantly, in how the demonstrations have been developed
implemented
Ihis paper starts with the context for the demonstration program - its genesis and
relevance It then describes the selection, development aod initiation of
demonstration projects themselves While it is premature to offer conclusions from
program, some important lessons from early experience are indicated
Ihe views in this paper are solely those of the authors TellY Lee-Williams and
Kilsby are the program maoager and evaluator respectively Ihis paper updates
earlier version presented to the Eighth International Conference on Mobility
I ransport for the Elderly and Disabled (Kilsby & Lee-Williams , 1998)

Why Transport Demonstration Projects?
IrllDSport is critical in progressing towards meeting ADD's charter, which is to
support services, community participation and integration for older people and
with disabilities. ADD is a NSW State Government department For the I"msllOrl
rl
Demonstration Projects it worked closely with the NSW State Department of Ir,msllO
which has general legislative and regulatory responsibility for public trllDSport op,,,,,,ors.
Consultation exercises have left ADD in no doubt that transport issues are one of
biggest concerns facing older people in NSW, and particularly in
areas Ihis is despite NSW having Australia's most generous transport concessions
subsidies for older people This sitoation and some reasons for it have been
elsewhere (e g Kilsby & Flynn, 1995; Cox 1996) Access to public transport is a
for older members of the community aod those with a mobility disability.. It is the key
facilitating social participation and active lifestyles, which in turn
independence and better health
Problems identified during consultations include inadequate, inappropriate
unaffordable service provision Ihese issues led to the development of a social
framework for reform of budget sector expenditure on transport provision for
people
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excluded from the scope of the ADD program The prqjects therefore 31ise in out
metropolitan and regional areas

er

The projects were developed by local communities themselves, following a
advertisement for submissions A "Resources Kit" was distributed to respOlldent,.
giving guidelines for preparing applications and supplementarY information
1997). Proposals from inner Sydney, proposals that were not expected to be firJl311l:iaIlv
independent after at most 18 months, proposals that cle311y involved strong
between operators, and proposals that involved capital funding were all excluded from
the scope of the progr=
Substantial flexibility in the format of the submissions was allowed, provided that
identified the problem, outlined the prqject and its funding requirements, dernOllSttated
local support and community involvement (including a Local Steering Committee),
identified the inlpacts - if any - on existing transport providers
The response from communities around NSW was very encouraging Many pI(JPosals
were received Some were led by local government, some by community traJOSplJ!t
organisations and quite a few by private public transport operators
Some were well defined, though most required ftnther development. An intensive
of discussions streIlgfuened some proposals and caused others to be withdrawn
Advisory Committee with representatives from several community bodies, traJlSjX,!t
industry represeIltatives and Government ageIlcies made the final selection of
and an independent evaluator for the program was appointed
Of those that passed this evolving process, the big surprise was the scale of the nT<"""ts.
In general they were smaller and more local than had been expected Ihe
expectation had been that the program budget would extend to supporting four or
substantial demonstrations in NSW In the event, the relatively modest clainls led
wider range of twenty demonstrations being supported.
The prqjects can be described in two groupS - metropolitan (l31gely Western
and regional Table 1 sununarises the metropolitan projects 31ld Table 2 the
metropolitan

lable 1

Blacktown

ADD Demonstration Projects - Metropolitan

New frequent Hail-and-Ride local route
accessible ultra-Iow-floor buses
Operation of all local offCpeak services as Hail-and-Ride

Liverpool
Liverpool

Re-routing of a local bus service more appropriately
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Location

Natnre of Project

Port Macquarie

Needs analysis with a range of transport options

Wellington

Regular service operated by Couocil and Aboriginal community
offeIing mobility in town and to outlying community

Baternans Bay

Needs analysis by bus opelator, with opelational response to be
determined from findings,

Kiama

Accessible taxi providing pre-booked bus-type service

Progress
It is premature to make definitive assessments of the projects while the delmonstrations
ar'e still in progress Success is mixed, as would be expected However it seems that
successful models outnumber the unsuccessful and offer great promise for NSW were
these demonstratious to be replicated more widely in the State

o One project was brought to an early close (the Murwillumbah taxi scheme) when
lack of local interest became apparent, The reasons for this are being investigated
o Some projects have required investigation andlor redesigo after the initial
either to encourage patronage or to increase viability,
o Some pr~jects are displaying slow but steady growth in patronage, and require
time to assess their potential
o Some proj ects have encouraged further experimentation outside the conditions
ADD program One such is the Dial-A-Ride service in Holroyd The
(Baxters) has subsequently identified further opportunities for serving local tnnlsPclI't
needs (eg youth centr'es, child care centres) which it is pursuing as corPIll,ercial
opportunities with no assistance from ADD
o Some projects have been commercially successful from the outset - for instance
Byron Bay bus service augmentation The increased frequency of the town
generated further patronage more than sufficient to pay for the service
o Finally, the adjustments in the program and its funding arrangements associated
the above have allowed ADD to initiate further pr~jects additional to the original
within the program budget
Some of the projects are funded for a fixed period, and for others the funding
activities connected with lauocbing the project lather than its operation In either
the issue of if and how the project should continue after its support is terminated, or
agreed period of operation expires, will eventually arise for each project
Early Lessons Emerging
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The program which is the subject of this paper is still incomplete, so this section must
necessarily remain somewhat tentative. Nevertheless, some substantive comments can
be made
Facilitation. Perhaps the greatest identified need to improve transport access for older
people and people with disabilities is as simple as facilitation, or micro-coordination
There needs to be a person with ideas and the ability to bring local people together to
discuss a transport problem; investigate options for service development; who
understands the regulatmy and business environment; who knows the fm-profit and
non-profit sectms prime concerns; and who can pull it all together.. Nearly a third of the
grants ar·e going to local coordinators, locally facilitating up to six projects, to
the operators in setring up services and consulting with the potential and actual
passengers. Several operators are receiving no direct funding, tut are relying on
facilitators to develop then business ideas The independence of these facilitators leads
cooperation,

rhe response of local communities in many areas has been very
enc,ouIa~~I~, particularly where different members of the transport sector (bus operators,
networks, community transport) ar·e prepared to redistribute or re-organise wmk
beitw"en themselves in the interests of better service to the public and resource
rhe fact that they perceive commercial benefits in so doing is a help.
most extraordinary aspect is the almost total misinformation and misunderstanding
each sector of the other sectm's motives, financial capacity, funding and social

almost all cases initial layers of murual suspicion had to be peeled away before
cO(lpetation was possible. rhe reality that carne to be realised by all players was the
cormILOn goal - to carry more customers. rhe motivation might be different between
and non-profit operators, but to achieve consistently higher patronage they both
to offer the appropriate service at an affordable price in an efficient manner Fmare trying to increase fheir income, non-profits ar·e trying to stretch grants further.
have critical lessons to learn from each other
Many private transport services applicants were far more
to servicing older people in particular than popular opinion would suggest.
with some notable exceptions, the majority of for-profit operators entering
the submission process had little understanding of how to attract older customers,
then needs were or indeed, how to find such infmmation rhis lack of ability
sOlneltirr,es translated into cynicism about the sincerity of older peoples' expressed
!I''''.sp'mt needs. Many operators had tried and failed to meet those needs, but often then
Were unknowingly inappropriate.
rhe regulatmy and funding regimes in NSW differ for bnses, taxis and
Where known disputes with operatms over

!!¥'ltnrIlunitv transport (and for trains)
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commercial rights threatened the implementation of proposed demonstration v
they were dropped from the program. If the demonstration projects evolve into"a· """,model for wider application, such attitudes may inhibit progress in some
However, the lessons learned and the evaluated financial outcomes may Corlvince
operators to think more laterally
Given the fairly marginal commercial propositions for transport operators in
areas, a reformed social policy framework for direction of budget-sector eXI,en,lillrre
into transport may be necessary for large scale innovation by rural operators
Unintended consequences are an inevitable by-product of action research. In two
where taxis are providing more affordable and accessible services as part of the
bus operators have responded by increasing service levels and standards.. In one
taxi project was terminated early because of lack ofusage While the reaction of the
operators may have limited or eliminated the success of the taxi services, it has
in improved access for the target group at even more affordable levels with uo
This will be mouitored to determine if the increased bus levels are viable, sus:tauU\bl:e
and profitable, and if so, why there was a need for the stimulus

".VJ~'~.

NeedIoT Change Agent Public transport regulatory reforms were introduced in
in the early 1990's, and led to a general improvement in service delivery However
situation is now relatively stable, and both operators and transport authorities are
concerned with delivering service and administering the system than seeking
irmovation (Nevertheless innovations do occur through "mainstr-eam" processes,
instance in the replacement of big buses with smaller and more user-friendly vehicles
some areas). The incentive for change resulting from an external intervention (the
program) has led to regulation-compatible innovation occurring that probably
never have happened without such an impetus, including irmovation outside the
program. An example is the operator of the ADD-funded project in Holroyd also
on the non-ADD-funded activity of delivering child-care transport services and
club services with the project infrastructure in addition to the "official" delnollStrati(ln
aimed specifically at the transport disadvantaged

Not what, but how A small numbel of the prqjects have been initiated not
specific transport demonstration bnt with an exploration of local need prior
determining an appropriate transport iuitiative. A theme that has emerged from
projects is that of appropriateness_ The local concerns are not with lack of services
with the nature of the selvices which are already operated These concerns may relate
the type of vehicle which is used (eg difficult to board) 01 the lack of
_
operating staff· of the needs of customers These are relatively easy to address, ID
short to medium telm It may be that the measures to overcome these concerns could
formalised io future as palt of the contract conditions required by fhe DepatlIUent
Transport before renewiog onealloacting a local monopoly franchise fOI bus serVIces

Evaluation
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The evaluation process must assess whether each project in itself meets its aims It must
also assess the continuing sustainability of the activity when the funding period is
terminated It must provide the basis for recommendations on changing the policy base
from which transport operates Finally it must present the results of the successful
schemes in a way that offers models for others to emulate.
There are early signs that this last effect is happening already - for instance a taxi
scheme similar to the demonstration project in Casino has recently commenced in
Wagga Wagga, quite independently of the ADD program.. The sustainability aspect
achieved an early win when the operator of the Byron Bay scheme reported that ADD
funding of a feared shortfall during the demonstration period would not after all be
necessary, as the project had proved commercially viable virtually from the outset Ihe
Wollongong computer-based information prqject has attracted offers from commercial
enterprises to buy licences
Ihe principles of the evaluation plan are the same for all projects, although its
implementation differs in detail from project to project. It is a three-stage exercise,
relating to the situation before the demonstration, the demonstration itself and (a stage
which at the time of writing no project has reached) what happened when the project
demonstration funding ceased and whether the eventual outcome is sustainable The
evaluation is addressing three main issues:

demand : how much patronage was generated and was this true generation or
diversion from other services?
• supply: what did the demonstrations cost (money and resources) to mount and
operate, and wer·e the costs ofother parties affected by the demonstration ?
• attitudes: did the demonstration generate any siguificant attitudinal change - among
users, providers or authorities?
Data is being collected on a regular basis for projects as they progress lhis has been
and will continue to be supplemented by more in-depth interviews.. Ihese may vary
according to the airru; of each project but will include talking with users of the services,
with service providers and with regulators
Evaluation data of this type collected prior to the commencement of projects has
Pf<)d,lCed some interesting insights.. I wo examples illustrate this
non-metropolitan areas, public transport use is not high.. Not surprisingly, a telephone
survey of 198 residents in the Northern Rivers region did not identifY a large number of
public transport users.. However over 70 percent confumed that they were aware that
their areas were served by public transport (other than taxis and community transport)
of those, 67 percent considered that they knew enough to use the services if they
wanted to
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While the proportion of bus and taxi users in this survey sample was not high, the
responses seemed to indicate that their market profiles are quite different Looking Only
at those who used buses or taxis at least once a month, the survey found that of 29 taxi
users, 22 hardly ever or never used buses ; and of 16 bus users, 12 hardly ever or never
used taxis Respondents reporting taxi use were spread fairly evenly by age and sex
through the survey sample, whereas those reporting bus use were dominated by older
people and by women.

In Blacktown, Western Sydney, the bus operator (Busways) conducted on-bOard
interviews with passengers before the demonstration project staIted Given that the
demonstration involved a super-Iow-floor vehicle, Busways explored "difficulty in
boarding and alighting" existing services as part of the survey Their analysis inclUded
the findings that :
o Older age groups (60 to 75) reported eight times the level of difficulty When
compared to younger adnlts (25 to 59)
o Difficnlties wer·e more evenly spread when associated with bus journeys carrying
something This highlights that low floor vehicles do not just benefit older people or
people with disabilities but also many others, for instance shoppers, parents with
children in strollers
o There was no apparent link between difficulty in using the bus and frequency of
usage Respondents who reported difficnlties in using the bus had higher rates of
daily use than the average for their age groups. This suggests that socio-economic or
demographic factors may be more important than physical ability in influencing
frequency of use
These and other rmdings will be fully documented in the Evaluation Report for the
Demonstration Program in due course.

Conclusions

Outside inner metropolitan areas, there is a huge and urgent need to widen and improve
the provision of public transport services to meet the needs of the whole conununity,
and especially the fast-growing older population.
The things that need to be done are rarely big-ticket items Application of detailed local
knowledge of need and/or coordination of locally available transport resources
combined with facilitation to bring about information sharing can work wonders for
little cost
The transport sector has an intrinsic inertia and an external impetus (such as that given
by the ADD program) is an effective agent of change
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Ihe mixing of for-profit and non-profit organisations has generally been successful, and
the overcoming of miscouceptions of each sector about the others motives and
capability has been a major achievemeut of the program
Ihe demonstration program will run into early 1997 and full evaluation, which must
take into account what happens wheu the ADD funding is terminated, will uot be
possible until later iu the year
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